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FIRST STATEMENT 
Canadian Prose and Poetry 

Literary Colonialism 
A . J. 1. Smith, in the introduction to his Book of Canadian Poeh")', 

makes a distinction between a "native" and a ··cosmopolitan" tradition 
which he defines in these term : "The one group (the nati e) has attempted 
to describe whatever is essentially and distinctly Canadian and thus come 
to terms with an environment that is only now ceasing to be colonial. The 
other (the co mopolitan) from the very b ginning has made a heroic 
effort to transcend colonialism by entering into the L:niversal, civilizing 
cul ture of ideas." I don't know whether this distinction ha been made 
before, but it is a valuable one, and it throws a good deal of light on 
Canadian poetry o£ the pa t and pre ent . But are the characteri tic of 
the two traditions correctly defined by Ir. mith? 

Can l\f r. Smith ignore the coloniali m that stamps the work of 
Canadian poets, particularly the wr iter of the cosmopolitan group? s 
his scholarly and '~ell-balanced anthology makes abundanti) clear, no 
poetry movement has ever taken place in Canada that did not depend, 
in the matter of st~·le, upon the example of a previous mm ement in 
some other country. In thi re pect, tho e modern poets who con t in Jed the 
native tradition also " ·aired for the go-ahead ignal to come from England 
and America. Those poet who continued the co mopolitan tradition vvere 
approximately a decade late in acclaiming the ·work of Spender and _ uden, 
Darker and Thoma . :i\1 r. Smith, who apparent ly ees a sp~cial virt e 
in importing other people's ideas and literary forms, believes that the 
future belongs to the cosmopolitan group, because they respond to every 
change of fashion . Yet he argues that this group, the latest leader of 
which did not leave England until they were in their twentie , is making 
"a heroic effort to tran cend colonialism." 

As he fail to under tand that a poet preaching politic in the gni e 
of Auden ma} be just a. colonial as a member of the C.A.A. prai . ing 
Britain in the metres of Tenny on. so he fails to ee what Canadian poetry 
of the future might be. It will not be a poetry that is exclusively occupied 
with Canadian subject , or i anxious to expre s a patriotic pride, or 
even to discover a form and an idiom that are adaptable to Canada. 
Primarily, it will be a poetry that has tonpecl being a para ite on other 
literat11res and has had the c011rage to decide its own problem in it own 
way. Re~arclle s. therefore. of the fact that the native tradition ha so 
far· failed to e tabli h it independence. writer with the objective im
nlicit, of Knister and Ross or the vitality of Pratt, Live. av and 1arriott 
indicate m 1ch more hope for the future than do the writers of the co -
mopolitan tradition. 
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4 First State1nent 

The Party 
-RAYMOND SOUSTER 

F or a couple of weeks I sobel Drake down at the office had been 

hinting that she might be able t o have the gang out t o her summer 

cottage at Clarkston some night for a little clam-bake. One m orn

ing she came in and said everything was all set for next Wednesday 

night. She had g iven th e manage r o f the count ry-club right next to 

her place where she was a member a pep-talk and she had got the 

loan of the big inside ve randah of the club fo r a dance from nine to 

twelve . If that wasn't a nice set-up fo r an evening Johnny and Gord 
hadn't heard of one. 

The cottage turned out to be a big place righ t at the lake edge. 

All the gang were finished eating inside, s itting around the table and 

ready with the r aspberry when Gord and J ohnny staggered in late 

w ith some ca es of beer. T h ere was a big, long table acr oss the room 

and a ll kind of salad, cake, biscuits, and fru it and candies on it 
that nearly drove the boys mad. 

couple of girl came to the r escue 
by heating up some weiners and running them out to the boys 

between long crisp r oll , the hot dogs w ith lo ts of mustard on them. 

The ot her guy had opened one of the cases, and Gord and J ohnny 
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had a pint of Black Horse with the hot dogs. The beer was cold 

and very mellow. 

When they were through eating Isobel looked at her watch 

and said they might as well get up to the club and make the most 

of their time. They had to be out of the club by twelve which would 

give them about three and a half hours of dancing. The girls went 

upstairs to get their coats and the boys made a dash for the beer 

cases. J ohnny had three pint in hi ide pockets and carried a pint 

in each hand when they came out of the cottage and headed across 

the golf-course up to the club-hou e, and Gord and all the other 

fellows had three or four. The guy at the country-club wanted them 

to buy all their beer up there probably so he could make a little 

out of them for the u e of the dance-floor, but nobody was going to 

pay his fancy prices when they could bring their own for half the 

pnce. 

The fine m1 ty ram wa falling as they went aero s the grass 

that wa spongy under their feet in the darkness closing over the 

beach and the lake. The lake '''a blowing up and they could hear 

the sound of the waves breaking on the hore and J ohnny thought 

he could ee the white tips of the ~ave as they climbed a small 

slope. Gord was runnin g and ye llin g and throwing hi beer bottles 

up in the air as he ran. 

The vtranda v~as closed in and a nice floor for dancing. Johnny 
sat down by the wurlitzer and killed a bottle of beer, watching the first 
cou p~e of dance and getting the beat of the music. All the gang were 
good dancer. and Johnny wished a little he could dance better, like 
Gord out there who wa a swell dancer with Norma Hunt, the new gin 
who wu.s all the current rage at the office, a nice kid, full of fun and 
with ,vonderful blonde hair. Joe Burke was smooth too, doing a jitter-
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bug routine with Jackie Dawson that showed off his Palais Royale 
technique. 

Joyce March, another new kid at the office; was sitting across 
the room from him, watching the others, and Johnny could tell she 
wasn't having much of a time. Hell, I feel like a Boy Scout tonight he 
thought, crossing over to her as the next number started. It was the 
Hutsut Song, the song of the moment, the song everybody was singing 
or trying to sing, and if they played it once they would play it ten 
times. 

Johnny didn't like dancing very much unless he had a woman to 
dance with that he loved like hell or wanted to love like hell. Then he 
was dancing with a purpose and that was all right. But dancing as he 
was now with this new girl who was just another girl, it was like a duty, 
it was dancing because you liked dancing and Johnny didn't like it 
nearly that much. He was nuts about dance-music and he and Gord 
used to stay up half the night listening to the late bands from New 
York, the Plaza, Cugat from the Waldorf, the Rainbow Room; from 
Chicago, the Edgewater Beach, the Stevens, the Aragon and Trianon, 
the Black Hawk, he could listen to them till the stations closed down 
one by one and the last note of jazz was dead. But he didn't like to 
dance to it for the plain simple hell of it. 

After a couple of dances with Joyce he knew he had done all the 
dancing that was in him for the night and he went over to the chester
field and pulled himself up a bottle of beer from under the cushions. 
The beer was warm and Johnny didn't enjoy it. And he wasn't getting 
much kick out of the dance. He wished he had Gord to go with him 
back to the cottage and drink some beer around the fire, but Gord 
liked dancing and was having fun, so if he went back he wou1d have to 
drink alone. 

He opened the door and went out on the steps. The fine misty 
rain was still falling in the darkness. He could see -the light in the 
·cottage over on the other side of the golf-course, and he started walk
ing towards it. 

He could feel the wet in his hair by the time he reached the front 
door of the cottage. He stood for a moment looking out toward the 
lake and the waves which he could only hear now brushing out on the 
the rocks and dying out on the sand of the beach. There was a cool, 
clean wind blowing and he felt it against his face and against his body 
and fresh in his nostrils and in his blood. It was like breathing some
thing that would make you strong and make you live forever. Then he 
went inside. 
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A small fire was burning in the grate in the living-room. The beer 
was in the cases out in the verandah. He took four bottles in his two 
hands and went through to the kitchen. In the dark he groped for the 
sink and laid the bottles down in it. He put on the light and opened 
the ice-box and pulled out the ice-trays. He got three or four cubes 
and then a glass. The beer would have been better if he could have 
waited a while and let the cold water run over them, but he didn't want 
to wait that long. The cubes would run some water through the beer 
but not too much to m1ke a lot of difference. There would still be 
plenty of tang in that good old Horse. 

He still had to look around for an opener. He looked in a half a 
dozen drawers before he found one. He put the opener in his pocket, 
picked up the glass with the ice cubes in it, and the four bottles of beer 
and went into the living-room and the fire. He set the beer and the glas
ses on the floor near the fire and pulled up a chair. Then he sat down, 
leaned over and straightened up with one bottle and the glass. He nur
sed the glass on his lap and popped the top off the beer bottle. He 
poured himself a glass slowly, keeping the head down. There was a 
nice creamy· head on Montreal beer. But he didn't like too much of it. 

He let his head slide to the back of the chair. Then he took a 
long drink of the beer. It went down so easy, taking the dryness out of 
his throat and making it moist all the way down. It still wasn't very 
cold but it would get cooler drink by drink. Cooler and mellower. 

He sat and listened to the dry singing noise of the embers in the 
fire and slowly sipped the beer. Outside a storm was whipping up the 
lake and the wind· was blowing cooler and harder. But inside the cot
tage it was warm and silent beside the fire. 

It must have been after twelve when the dancers came back to 
the cottage and Johnny stopped drinking beer and started drinking 
.cokes and the whole gang crowded into the small living-room and the 
music of Michael Loring coming smooth and soft and wonderful from 
Coney Island and everybody singing the lyrics and marshmallows 
toasted in the fire with long pointed sticks and then the lights out and 
the windows open with the coolness and the quiet and the dark night 
outside and the young faces in the light from the fire, and Johnny feel
ing like crying a little because he was so happy and there was no one to 
give all this happiness to, it had to pile up and pile up inside his heart 
.until he felt it would almost break. 
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Petawawa 

Now debouched, names for a bronze tablet, 
Valor not lacking, unvalorous, 
Conscripted by the hours' tragic pull, 
This anger that has no terminus; 
Practised by a seven-day schedule 
To sow ground with a most barren seed, 
Observing the machine-made· clouds burst 
Like omens for the intended deed; 
We are the calendar's late recruits, 
Fitted out by a distinguished firm 
(They did business at Waterloo, Troy, 

Remember?) watching our few thoughts squirm 
Like sick violent mice in min'ds made 
Decently correct by press barons, 
The comic supplement, Hollywood's 
New with or without sarong sirens: 
Here, between tall evergreens and snow, 
Faithless, but not wholly without faith, 
Who competent .... erect .... drill, fumble 
The meanings of historical death. 

-IRVING LAYTON 

The Mother 
Between the legs 
Of the sailors and whores 
The cat walks 
With a swollen belly of kittens. 

Be careful, kitty, 
Their boots are sharp 
And they have not too much love 
For any but _their own kind. 

-RAYMOND SOUSTER 
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A Note on the Metaphor 

-JOHN SUTHERLAND 

Two main objections have been raised in First Statement against 
modern poetry in its extreme form: (1) that it lacked unity (2) that it 
was out of contact with reality. Perhaps an analysis of these questions 
from the standpoint of style can throw some light on them. 

After reading the surrealist poets-Dylan Thomas, for example
you come to the conclusion that the metaphor is being employed as a 
poetic standard rather than as an instrument of technique. Apparent
ly a poem can be judged merely on the basis of its good lines or strikmg 
figures: a few good metaphors can become the equivalent of a poem. 
Progress in poetry would seem to mean one's capacity for filling with 
ore any of the rifts that previous poets had let go unnoticed. A prob
lem is raised similar to the one described by Robinson Jeffers in an 
introduction to his selected poems. He says that, while he was still 
young and immature, modern poetry appeared to him as a matter of 
fashion succeeding fashion, of clique upsetting clique; and as far as he 
could see, the palm would be awarded to anyone able to chart the 
course of poetry a year or two in ad vance and begin writing in a style 
unfamiliar to his contemporaries. In this case, if the mind's digestion 
could be speeded up to the point where it was immediately purged of 
all incoming cliches, the lucky poet would rapidly outdistance his rivals. 

Here are six lines from a poe~ by Dylan Thomas: 
Altarwise by owl-light in the half-way house 
The gentleman lay graveward with his furies; 
Abaddon in the han~-nail cracked from Adam, 
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And from his fork, a dog among the fairies, 
The atlas-eater with a jaw for news, 
Bit out the mandrake with tomorrow's scream. 

In this poet's work the formal simile is generally abandoned for the 
metaphor. The figure of speech has been made into an island without 
any of the connectives that would mar its full force. Style has been 
"compressed", in the special sense that style is compressed in the sur
realist poet. Not only is this a tendency to abandon the simile, but also 
to replace the object by the metaphor related to it. This appeals to 
poets as a question of style: as an attempt to speak directly and to 
achieve originality in the process. He rules out certain aspects of the 
content, regarding them as literal facts that add nothing to the poetry. 

Here the unity of the poem begins to suffer. The emphasis on 
the metaphor can be so great that a metaphorical pattern of words is 
substituted for the initial content. The concepts acquire a symbolic 
meaning. Thus in the lines above, 'halfway-ho~s~', 'furies,' 'Abaddon', 
even 'gentleman', separated from any actual context, take on a special 
aura of significance. Originality of expression is made the excuse for 
leaving the content obscure and not clearly stating one's meaning. An 
attempt is made to substitute a unity of metaphors for the unity that 
develops from the mind's reaction to the subject. Some modern poems 
are read with more satisfaction for the first time, skimming over the 
surface 'of the language and only making contact with the figurative 
elements. The poet has deserted his original impressions in order to 
find a unity in the flow of word out of word; and sometimes he is guil
ty of employing a fluent style to give the appearance of success. But 
after the poem has been read carefully and the meaning digested (as 
with enough persistence the meaning always can be) one is aware that 
it rests on a conflict between the reality from which it derives and the 
poet's transformation of that reality into a pattern of words. The poet 
who does not wish to solve this conflict, but to perpetuate it, can never 
achieve the unity that belongs to a poem in its. final state. 

Reading Dylan Thomas' poetry one cor.cludes that he not only 
accepts the metaphor as a poetic standard but employs it as an instru
n~ent to condemn his environment. Finally he is less concerned with the 
style than with using the metaphor to obscure realities that he finds un
pleasant. His poetry shields him from his environment and provides him 
with consolation in the form of a dream-world. It guards him from the 
light like a set of blinkers. Not making the endeavor, as the poet has 
always done, to infuse reality with imagination, he has tried to set a 
private world in conflict with it. He has found the metaphor his best 
method of defence. 



Sympathy 
~'I could have been in California 
"Over a rolling road of bootlegged rum barrels, 
~'But they fooled me-
•'I'm handsome, but I'm not lucky." 
Sit down and tell me your full dream 
Of dry voods store and your own children, 
And I "ill answer you with the round technique 
That walls me from you: 
Give your misfortunes, I'll remember mine. 

Mister, I could have been in California 
If the perfect footbal1 had rolled in a perfect field 
1 f I had not been blanketed in bleachers 
Or listened to the whispers from the loges
Man, I could have striden this world 
Any autun1n day or moved the pillars 

That held up the sky. I could have then. 
The zigzag laughter that zoomed horizons, crashed. 
Hallas were stifled in areaways, and somehow 
The silk threads of love were tangled. 
I'm not lucky either-
So tell me your misfortunes, lay your plans, 
I'm listening with one ear to my past. 

-MIRIAM WADDINGTON 

Distraction 
That explosion from a piston 
Tore into my thoughts of you, 
It jerked me like a thunder-clap : 
I am still not myself again. 
How can I ever love you now 
With the same, old love? 
How can I taRe but merest sex 
From any vision of your breasts? 

-LOUIS DUDEK 
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McRae~s Music 
-W ILLIAM McCONNELL 

(Ed. Note: This is the last of three selections from an unpublished 
novel.) 

The first place he learned music, yes, actually the sound 
of arranged notes, was in the house of .the cannery manager, Mr. 
McRae. The same man I told you about; doughty, severe in coast
scotch way, heavy-tongued, thick-spacing his words with treacle con
sistency, yet aware-an awareness that was out of character with the 
general man himself as his sympathy for the boy who would come run
ning in with no regard for the reverence due his position than a dog, or 
a bird. Either animal would serve as caricature. Both dog and bird. 
Snivelling nose, eyes on wings, amorphous in his inveigling, and shaggy 
in his determination not to be shaken off. And the scotsman, half-re
sentful, half-proud, roaring, "Of all the little imp-nosed brats from 
hades! Of all of them, you have to come. Well, sit still. Listen. Don't 
sniffle. All attention, now." Then he would turn his attention fondly 
to the gramophone, preoccupy himself with steel needle and disc. The 
discordant sounds were magic to both of them, eager, sucking, almost, 
at the salubrious chords spoiled by cracks and unevenness. "Like that, 
eh? Like that, you little hound? Listen, now. Listen now, and we'll 
have another. Something simple, chording, straight chording. That's 
what you'll get." And his choice of his thousand records was sin1ple, 
calculatedly simple, perhaps to delight his easy tempo-beating rather 
than to amuse the youngster. Sometimes he would take up the young
ster on the wide piano stool, relic of god-knows-where, and pound out 
simple melodies, those songs that transmit to the hearer an element, 
not of beauty, but of pugnacious resentful intent. I must admit they 
were of the best for the boy. · 

Now you mustn't think this cannery manager was a positive cha
aracter. Not in the least. Not any more so than the boy he cuffed and 
embraced. He resented the child coming in unannounced, uninvited. 
More than that, he disliked the lad 's disregard for his position, one 
that was quite holy in the small coast settlement. He was more im
portant than the fish run to the villagers. For he was the Man to 
whom they were sold . Who transmitted the subtle variations of star
vation prices from the indistinct hulking of the masculine company to 
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the debted fishermen . And w~ o do!ed cut with b1asphemy the mited 
wages to the cannen bands, coth eaccnal and perpetual. In t heir 
feudal organization they might \veil have been the matcl}, but 1e \'V 2S 
the sulphur head. Nor was the analo~~ tautened by ear of in P"r0".-n 
partness. It would be ea ie t to say that you had to live there for a 
season, particularly the dull winter, to feel it. But that is not necess
ary. Liken it to office tyranny . Or to the impersonal sadi n1 of a 
printed form standing bet\". een yourself and another human. 

More than resenting the child sharing his music, he resented his 
giving it. lVIusic to his timbre was personal and skin-tight. Mu ic was 
his emotional clothing. And the child took delight, in his indirect way, 
in forcing the man to strip, to gradually unfold his pri Tate stores. 1 ou 
gather? The man resented not the music. But the sharing of it. Per
haps the revealing of hirn elf. Yet, the mu ic in it elf was stronger 
than his fear. Both man and child were strong in their indirectness . 
But the man wore directness as his shield. He could not, perhaps, ad
mit to himself his true strength. So was lowly vanquished. 

So when the note came high, shockingly thin, when the surface 
noise of the record made song a cabrous thing, the man would mutter 
and curse and pace by hi long window, glaring down atrociously weak 
at the mocking pragmatic sea, while the child would snuffle and t\~ · i tch 
his browned lcnees against the worn green uphol tery and thus ~ ignal 
obtusely that the other was not playing his part as grand wiz~rd . 
Then the manager would turn about, glare and shout, "Little pig! 
Don't get your snot on my chair! And top that twitching! Did I ask 
you in? Did I? \Veil, alright, then. We'll try this one, D6578, and 
see if it's as worn. Perhaps if your father would work I'd be able to 
afford new one on the next trip down-coa t .... " It was here that I 
came in. I said, "You shouldn't say that. You know the boy's father 
is dead." 

Both the scotsman and the child stared at me. Hostile, wicked. 
"The whole village, and every buck a mile around is the father , 

you fool. I was using the word collectively." 
"But that's not a way to speak in front of the boy." 
The child lost interest in my defence. The manager told me to 

look after my accounts and not tell him how to speak. I slumped into 
another chair, ignoring his biting, yet casual tongue. As soon as I set
tled the manager switched off the gramophone. Its subsiding burr ni
minded me of his slight trace of heather. The child rose, glaring again, 
and walked over to the man . They seemed partners to shield their mu
sic from the interloper They both huddled over the jumble of records, 
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incoherent in wrappings, and smoothed and sorted the stock till piles 
grew, which the man carted away, grumbling to himself. The child 
wavered over to the piano, hit a note, then another, as if to say, this 
is my creation, share it if you can. But the hard old burl swept back 
in the room, slapped the boy's hand, called for his Indian-woman to 
feed the kid and pass it out the back way. 

Yet, when the boy had been whisked out to the kitchen, the man 
said, sad, resigned, "The boy has touch. And feeling yes. Perhaps 
much more." 

I spoke up, "Is that bad? Why so gloomy about it?" 
He spat "Fool! Perhaps he has too much. I know he takes a 

great deal, takes, changes it. I'm forced to be on my guard. The simple 
things no longer please him. More important, they no longer please 
me." 

Real issues 

Let us put aside all personal provocation 
the tears hot as ice, the kiss like bullets, 
darling, the passion between that drew us into arcs 
of flaming and fantastic protest: 
the coming together like a violent short circuit 
the convergence like a cross fire. 
These are things which hap\)ened in a very distant world 
in an ea1th we could destroy at our earliest convenience 
marching and countermarching upon the single field ' 

of the heart. 
But now, the salient widens, 
countries are engulfed, and continents, 
the whole world slopes to ruin, love, 
we cannot let our love 
fire t~e desultory ammunition of our lives away, while 
there 1s a world to fire 
with love again. 

-1 AMES WREFORD 



Jive-joint 
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l -i.6 

-ROBERT G. SIMPSON 

Noctambulism in extensis, but no more. Nuts! My feet cracking 
ice on the pavements. At least it's warm here. And the air, God: tin
selfull and colour flying and big soft bodies pressing unctuously. And 
the noise: four fat Ethiops, white eyes popping in the tangotangled 
smoke, blowing their guts down tneir shiny gutterpipes. 

Just to sit bleak in the blare, ho! Enough to watch the dust 
swim, and no more. Feet still cold and cobble-corned, and the eye 
harsh in the swimming smoke. No, no, sit. And Prosit; may it do you 
good, you prossy. But no, you pass; to the mouse with the steel eye, 
to the rat with the glass skin. These are the faces. Streets cross them 
with a screech, boss. Who? The liquored parents and the kids feeling 
for knowledge in the darkness of an alley. 

Yes. Yes. Yes. 
-Dance, dearie? 
Two red lips curling in a bloody grimace. And it's got a voice. 

God, who made it, shall I ask? Yes, but duck quick the claw that drips 
blood from its long nails. No, watch her drift through the fog rather, 
fade into the pounding colour haze. Watchergoaway. Some other fool, 
with two quick steps, and the look of destiny on his papyrus flesh, will 
press the issue to the world centre, disappear insensate, oblivious. 

-No thanks. Resting. 
Cacophonous in terminability! What bellows and boracic dust. 

Coloured paper floating on hot, white air. God! And the waiter's 
coat is greasy to the elbow; his bristled jaw smells of beer. Lord, what 
stuff. Trench-mouth on the glasses; I knew a fellow once who couldn't 
kiss his woman for a week. But so what? The stuff kicks, and when 
you're cold that's what counts. God, yes. Gimme another, Joe; stand 
'em up. That's what they do here; stand 'em up in a long line. Push 
'em in, one after another, day in day out. Conga, conga, push-push. 
\Vhee! That's the stuff to puff the dust. Cracked-ice not cold on the 
cobbles now; all hot and hep to hobble now. Gimme sum thin', Joe. 
Whee! 

Jesus! That blonde! Get me that one, Joe; the one leaning on 
the post. I'll bet she does too. None of this blackbottom stuff for me. 
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' 
The fox trots with the white tonight. Boy, I'm foxy! Fox-trot her and 
fix her tricks. Breasts sharp and thighs heavy under silk; hips heaving. 
Oh God! 

Get some tickets quick and step across the floor. Turn your eyes 
from tHe bunny-hug and the turkey-trot, tum your eyes away; they've 
got no flesh Just bones from a sterile time; navels sunk and append
ectomies. We want Omphale; something hot and tropic, drugs and 
spices.- The begine . jg'" 

-Hi, sister. 
Tear off a ticket, let her push the · punch. The four fat blacka

moors are blowing again. Their reeded breaths ~ang through the dust. 
- -What's your na~e? 
But who is she? Yes. The Queen of Lydia, and me her sickened 

Hercules? Daughter of Jardanus? Oh you of the garden; you of the 
jonquil and the jasmine and the hyacinthe; you of the lotus. Oh there's 
lots of lotus and lots of lettuce in the garden of your garter. I'll bet!-

-Betty . . 
Sure. Elizabeth. But she was a hag, Betty, growing whiskers on 

her throne and sinking Spanish ships for silver. No kissing in the ring 
and hunting the slipper. Those are Betty's dances, see. And God, l'll 
bet they are! What a ring and what a slipper. Slippery rings. Let's 
dream about them; slippery dreams. Papa Freud would cheer. I'm 
not playing kid's games. It's dames and dreams and silver Spanish 
slippers; hunting the rin~ and sinking the slipper. But how to go about 
it? 

- . Do you want to dance or have a drink? 
Oh fair Omphale, it is ineluctable fatality. The decision is press

ed upon us by our ancestors. Shall our libidoes seek the horizontal or 
the vertical: Shall we tip the cup and sip, and worship Venus. with the 
lip? Ho, my Betty, say! Or shall we stand upon the floor minueting 
evermore? 

-Let's sit. My dogs are killing me. 
To a table through the smokehaze. Colored lights blinking on the 

edges o( the mind. People pushing their bosoms and buttocks. Fat 
shapes twisted; the lean ones stretched like shadows through the tinsel. 
Gutterpipes growl across the beating floor. A cold hand like putty 
cle.nched; P~tty of Betty, pretty putty. Putty want a drink. Hey, Joe! 

Two more, Joe, and keep 'em coming. ·we're standing up tonight. 
Never mind the blare and glare, your's but to do and dare. And oh! 
th~ . prol!lise of hidden isles. Oh Ap~rode~ia! I'llsuredouseya. 
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I'llseduceya. 
Bang! Bang! The black faces bulging; blow your lei, your mod

ern hay. Through the haze the energy of dead days jangles. Will you 
lay in the hay with me? Oh to lay in the hay and hear the lei of ano
ther day, hey! 

Fingers prod warm flesh that lies still and unquivering. 
No? Then gavotte; give out with all you've got. Hey, Betty! 

Pretty Betty, pretty putty Betty, get hot! Coranto you pavane the 
quadrilles cotillon? Lord! I'll lancer you! Waltz me polka. Hey, Joe, 
two morris! The grenada and alhambra and the silver Spanish slipper, 
and the putty sluppery rings. Oh, the ballet of Omphale, the swelling 
belly ballet. Dip the hornpipe deep in the belly of Omphale! 

Fingers prod warm flesh that lies still and unquivering. 
Oh the blare and the blaze and the black-faced blast. And the 

million sordid streets and their ratlike knowledge. Oh the tinsel and 
the tin and the twining of sounds. Oh the dust and the clamor and the 
pressing of bodies. 

Soft and undulating begins the begine. Feel the flesh curve, the 
sudden rush of silk as a leg passes. Oh, fling the jig against the high
land! On, Betty! 

-Betty ... 
Have you got five bucks? 
Nothing in my pocket but the clicking of silver. Oh the sad sil

ver slippers of Spain. Elizabeth growling on her throne at her ships. 
Silver? God, five bucks! 

-But I've spent five bucks already. 
-Cuts no ice, sucker. I want five bucks for me. 
-But I haven't got it. 
-Then to hell with you! 
Oh just to sit bleak in the blare. Enough to watch the dust swim, 

and no more. Head now cold, · and the eye harsh in the swimming 
smoke. Reel out now. The mutchiko is done; I have basked near Spain. 
Now try a nautch in the cool night, or nothing. 

Nothing. Euridice is lost-the bistrobitch! 
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The Picnic 

There are faces behind that rock, 
That third rock on the right; 
A secreted irritation like a pearl 
Gives them price to buy your pity 
If you have any. If not, your changing interest 
May lift the sadness washing over faces 
Like water over lead, level and dead. 
The eyes are choked with dullness 
The eyes are choked with driftwood 
From a thousand wrecked personal cargoes. 
At night, tired lashes meet 
L1ke a grid over a cellar door, 
And some eyes are exploded to flame. 

Will ship cut across their chatter 
Giving gossip to store away for lean years? 
Will moon penetrate narrowing eyes? 

They go down; the subway drowns 
Its broken back straining to suburbs 
Where it points with pride 
Out to the rich crescents and the poor quarters. 
They go down with hand-shaded eyes 
Trailing children with a listless hand; 
They leave shiftless tracks through the 
Pebbles dancing in the white beach skull; 
And the homecoming lighted by the fever 
Burning in the scarred rocks of the old man's brain. 
Another legacy of care. 
They watch through the night: in the morning 
All that matters is gathered to the sons. 

- RONALD HAMBLETON 



The Editor: 

Sunday Evening 

Sunlight 
pours into cracks 
of road 4 • 4 and dusk 
makes a diadem 
about a bush tree 
but only I am 
alone ... 
high heels 
beat a happy rhythm 
crescendoing 
into laughter . .. 
.and poles stretch 
good naturedly 
into shadows 
but only I remain 
unclaimed ... 

and in the corner 
where men pass by 
at the shop 
where lights are dimmed 
I am a stranger .... 

I HEARD MUSIC 
AND I CRIED . . . I WAS NOT ALONE. 

- NATI-IAN RALPH 

Correspondence 

19 

I am most taken with the journal.... The fact is, we are in a 
devilish position here in Canada, with "pretty poetry" established by 
the Authors' Association and maintained by C. P.M., as our national 
model; and at the same time the modern movement divided up into 
warring or mutually exclusive cliques. I certainlv agree with you that 
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there is a place for a journal that subscribes to neither Victorian senL 
imentalism nor surrealistic modernism, but seeks to foster and preserve 
"balance and sanity in Canadian poetry". At the same time, your 
journal breathes a stimulating spirit of realism and healthful skepticism, 
which appeals to my mind, since, although we have perhaps moved 
away from the metaphysical and back again towards the romantic 
school, yet our romanticism is the sort over whose eyes nobody is going 
to pull any wool. I think we are again willing to feel and believe and 
be positive; but the distinction is that we feel and believe about very 
different things; about things which may even be ugly in themselves: 
and then, too, we can write about out beliefs with our tongues in our 
cheeks. 

Anon. 

The Editor : 

It seems obvious that the school of thought which you represent 
stresses intensity and imagination almost to total exclusion of music 
in thought and rhythm, or beauty in subject matter. That is how it 
strikes me. 

I could not conceive of setting the words of Yankee D oodle to 
the music of Ave Maria. To do so would be to aboli sh the finest 
basic standards of our culture. Neither would I flaunt older and far 
more mature standards. I might consider that I had improved upon 
them, temporarily, to su it the times in which I lived, but that would 
not wash out the truth which is art. By the same token, I would 
not under take to address the Deity in the v~rnacular of the gutter, 
merely to bring it up t o date from the viewpoint of the man on the 
street. All of which leads me to suggest that the so-called modern 
poet could sing of life quite as effectively by choosing that strata 
of life and living in which decent and intelligent people should be 
chiefly interested, rather than eternally digging under the crust for 
ubject which are neither elevating or even interesting outside the 

laboratories of scientific research. 

Either you are far ahead of the times, or this co1.mtry is not ready 
to to s tried and te sted tandards overboard in favour of a more 
pointed and accurate, though far uglier, means of expressing thought 
through arti tic and mu ical channels ... You debunk, or concleti1n, 
the ofte r , simpler form of poetry. You ay it is not poetry. You 
do not ay by what authority you issue your tatements - you 
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just say it. By inference and direct as ertion, you likwi e say that 
yours IS poetry - THE poetry. Well, I and the vast majority of 
thinking people in this country say that yours is ·OT poetry. Our 
authority is our ear for mu ic, our eye for art, our appreciation of 
decency, and our in istence on the truth. What you mistake for 
insistence on truth, is stating the plain, vulgar and unsavoury truth 
of a situation or phase of life. What we regard as truth is the fact 
that such plain, vulgar and unsavoury statements are in violation 
of the spirit of artistic decency and therefore to be sidestepped where 
our art i concerned. 

Yours Sincerely, 

JOHN L. BRADFORD 

Booi{ Reviews 

FRE CH CANADA, by Stanley B. Ryerson. Progress Books, Tor
onto. 1943. Paper $1.00 

This study of Quebec hi tory and economic condjtion i well worth 
reading. It covers a va t field in a comparatively hort space; a century 
and a half of French-Canadian development is compre sed into about 
200 pages. N eces arily there are om is ion and dangerous generali ation . . 
But the main theme - the truggle of the minority race to realise it elf 
in spite of political and economic repression - is \Veil brought out and 
on the whole well-sub tant iated . The touche of party propaganda, which 
occur mostly in the latter part of the book, are at be t amu ing and at 
wor t mere!) tiresome. 

Only a few main point can be mentioned in a brief review. The 
author tre ses the unity of interest and of action "' hich exi ted between 
both French and English speaking Canadian at previous critical period 
of their hi tory, notably during the truggle for re ponsible government. 
This cardinal point has been generally ignored by Canadian historians, 
and i a fruitful idea to ponder in these clay when we are searching 
in Canada for a new basis of collaboration. A joint attack on pre ent clay 
monopoly-capitalism is a 1~ecessary for success a was a joint attack on 
irrespon ible executive control one hundred year ago. 
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At the present moment Quebec has not f!la?e up her min~ to joi~ in 
this attack in company with the marked soc1ahst movement m En_ghsh
speaking Canada. The reason, however, _for present _day reluctance 1s not 
gone into enough by :Mr. Ryerson; _he fa1ls to recog:use the strength of ~he 
nationalist yearnings now expressmg themselves m the Bloc Populmre. 
To offer Quebec a form of socialism which does not allow free play for 
her cultural autonomy will not meet a wide response; and to underestimate 
the degre tm;vhich young people in the Bloc Populaire are seeking a 
positive self-expression will lead to a false analysis of its basic appeal. 
Because I have sought to disentangle the genuine from the false and 
dangerous elements in the Bloc l\1r. Ryerson indulges in some abuse at 
my expense. I suggest that if he would bring to present day Quebec the 
same discrimination which he reserves for past periods he would under
stand it a good deal better. 

One of the best sections of the book is the analysis of the old 
seigneurial system, its rivetting upo~1 Quebec by British policy, and the 
consequent retardation of every phase of provincial development. Mr. 
Ryerson's training in economics stands him in good stead in this kind of 
work, and it by no means appears that he overplays the part which the 
basic economic factors contributed to the slowness of adaptation of Quebec 
to the modern world . One must, however, question the author's judgement 
in his stnKtures on D.G. Creighton's Commercial Em,f>ire of the St. 
Lawrence) which, whatever its inadequacy at certain points, remains one 
of the most realistic and mo t fundamental studies of Canadian history in 
the period with which Mr. Ryerson deals. 

In the last chapters Ryer on the hi torian recedes hefore R verson 
the nolit~cian. The ~ign iF.cant fa<:.:t that tbe Communist Party in Q~_tebec 
in 1939 supported Duolessis. the arch-criminal of the book. receives no 
mention. Another detail worth noting is the author's singling out of !fr. 
Biem enue as an ex anent of "tre .r-enui11elv den:ocratic sentiment of th e' 
?-Teat 111a inr ity of French-Canadian<;"; this _gentlem an's stout defense of 
the ve~te(1 i11t-Pre<::t<; i11 Qnehec is well k-n0'.V'l. t:d tl10 ~r-h T am ne-rsnnr1.1lv 
accused of dreadful crime on par:;es 214-15. I am nkasf'd to n0t~ that Q 

quotation from mvself is described as a "penetrating comment" on page R4 
-though Mr. R yerson did not know the authorshin! 

To understand Quebec, even if onf' is of French or-igin . requires 
much reacling and weighing of eviclen':e. This hook should he added to anv 
reading-li st on Quebec. though it should never be used without correctives. 

F . R. SCOTT. 

TOTES : Reviews. such a~ the ahm e. wbich rl.P~l with nnlitir1l ;:111rl 

hi stn,·ical subjects do not necessr~rily express the opinions of the ecl i torir~.l ' 
!'0r1rd. 
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